
Verenice Macedo

Name: Nancy Gomez

Age: 22

Income: 35K

Occupation: Model

Hobby: Shopping

Lifestyle

Materials

User

Ideation + Sketches + Inspiration + Technology

Infographics

*Nancy wearing device on her ear and neck 

Nancy inside boutique buying clothes

*Nancy typing a text projecting the image from her neck to her hand, and pendant is 
on her ear

Nancy finished shopping and walks to her car
Nancy talking on the 
phone while studying 
for a test

*Device is on Nancy’s ear and 
neck

*Device on her ear and neck

Nancy drives to the Mall

*Nancy is wearing device as a neck ring

Nancy inside the mall walking to a boutique

Nancy goes shopping

Nek-Fon
The neck ring phone by 

Scenario

Features

Color 
Selection

Pearls are exchangeable for 
mass customizing purposes

The Nek-fon has a telescoping part on the side 
to secure neck ring on the neck

Calling Mode

Texting Mode

Internet navigation and 
texting modes can be 
done on any surface 

Nek-Fon is the first neck ring 
cellphone. This device not only 
keeps you communicated in a 
total different way. It also looks 
good on you and it assists you 
better because both, texting and 
calling mode are hands free.

On hand

On wall

For calling mode, ear piece (pendant) 
detaches from neck ring and is wearable 
on ear. The neck ring stays on the neck 
like a necklace.

Projection comes from the laser projector 
and it can be adjusted at any angle between 
90 degrees for the convenience of user

Ear Holder

Speaker

Voice Command and Bluetooth Receiver 
Power Button

Microphone

Mini Projector (For Internet/Phone Navigation and 
Texting)

Pendant (Ear Piece)

Detachable Pearls (For Color Selection)

Hidden Solar Panel for
Charging 

Pendant is attached to 
neck ring with a magnet

Laser Projector rotates 90 
degrees to project at any 
angle on any surface 

Brushed Aluminum
   Metallic Red
      Glossy Black


